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EverRise is launching Dapp EverOwn September
8th 2021 at 1pm EST. Watch on livestream from
YouTube or Twitter.
EverOwn increases projects’ longevity by allowing renounced contract
evolution with xes and improvements through community voting. It
also gives owners the ability to add a second owner to the contract.
To simplify, community contract ownership allows for increased
decentralization or control of nancial projects. In the past control was
always designed to be from one central authority in nance. Now
EverOwn elegantly creates a user experience where the community
controls smart contracts, empowering the decision making power of
token holders.
The launch of EverOwn will be live-streamed on September 8th and will
include the renouncing of the EverRise contract to EverOwn.
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Join us online to watch the launch & enjoy this highly anticipated
event!

EverRise is the rst to introduce the original buyback mechanism in
the cryptocurrency space. With over 1700 tokens now including a
buyback function in their tokenomics, it is clear EverRise's innovations
are already revolutionizing the DeFi space.
Unlike a burn from non-circulating supply, the buyback immediately
transfers value to the token holders and the community by purchasing
tokens from the open market to burn.
Buyback function of the EverRise smart contract exchanges liquidity
from the reserve liquidity pool for RISE tokens in the main liquidity pool.
These tokens are automatically sent to the burn wallet. This adds value
to the liquidity pool of the RISE token, and permanently constricts
supply.
Dr. Aleksi Ollikainen-Read (aka Guard) commented about the future of
EverOwn saying:
“EverOwn is the rst part of our app infrastructure, and our agship
product. It allows for smart contracts to be renounced and reclaimed
safely without needing third parties. Depending on the parameters of
the smart contract, EverOwn is a multifunctional tool that allows for a
host of new smart contract functions that plug into the real world, from
corporate governance to wealth transfers, as well as simple contract
renouncement. We believe that EverOwn has the potential to
revolutionise DeFi.”

Watch for further Dapp releases in the roadmap including
EverWallet, EverSwap, EverSale and EverLock which together
will create a complete ecosystem for the EverRise community.

For more information please visit

www.EverRise.com
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TOKENOMICS

1 QUADRILLION TOKENS
PancakeSwap: https://pancakeswap. nance/swap#/swap?
outputCurrency=0xc7d43f2b51f44f09fbb8a691a0451e8 cf36c0a
Pre-sale: 40%
Pancake-Swap: 32%
Private Sale: 18.5%
Marketing 4.5%
Devs: 5%
Sale Fees: 11%
Burned: 26.24%
Team: www.everrise.com/about
Symbol: RISE
Type: BEP20
https://bscscan.com/token/0xc7d43f2b51f44f09fbb8a691a0451e8 cf36c0a
https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-explorer/0x93d94fcb0dcc8a88257b2d2eec7a2615ebedb542
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[Disclaimer: Readers should do their own research about all digital assets and brands mentioned by
Gokhshtein Media. The content shown here is educational information only and should not be
considered nancial advice, or direction to buy, trade or invest in any products or cryptocurrencies. The
data and news shared here does not re ect the opinions, policies of Gokhshtein Media or the laws
regulating brands such as mentioned above. Any action made by persons based on this information is
done at their own risk.]

